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1. тношсион 
In the defomed nuclei the collective vibrational states 

are described by using the phonon operators. The nuclear many-
body problem is solved in the EPA. The introduced in ref. 1' pho-
nons independent of the sign of the angular momentum projection 
into the symmetry axis are used. These phonons are extensively 
used in the nuclear theory. A fairly good description of the low-
lying collective vibrational states' 1 -'' and of the states of 
giant resonance-type' ' in deformed nuclei ia obtained in the 
one-phonon approximation. 

Within the quasiparticle-phonon nuclear model developed re
cently*''^, the calculations are made with the wave functions 
containing two-phonon or quasiparticle plus one and two phonons 
components. In these calculations one should take Pauli prin
ciple into account correctly. She effect of the Pauli principle 
in the two-phonon components of the wave functions has been 
studied in refs.''*1 '. It was shown that the two-phonon collec
tive states are strongly influenced by the fauli principle. The 
use of the phonon operators independent of the sign of the an
gular momentum projection may lead to incorrect results in the 
calculations with the wave functions containing two-phonon or 
quasiparticle plus two phonons components and when the Pauli 
principle is consistently taken into account. 

In order to correctly describe the two, three and more 
phonons components and the quasipartiole plus one, two and more 
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phonone components of the nuclear wave functions, one should 
introduce the phonone depending on the sign of the angular mo
mentum projection into the symmetry axis. Just this problem is 
solved in the present paper. Moreover, the formulae have been 
obtained with the new phonone, in which the Paul! principle is 
consistently taken into account in the two-phonon components 
of the excited state wave functions in deformed nuclei. 

2. HUXTIPOLE-MUMEPCbB IHTKRACTIOHS 
The Hamiltonian of the quasiparticle-phonon nuclear model 

includes the Saxon-Woods potential whioh describee the average 
field of the nucleus and interactions leading to the supercon
ducting pairing correlations. It contains also the multipole-
multipole and spin-multipole - spin-multipole isoscalar and 
isovector forces. For simplicity we shall use only the multi-
pole-multipole isoecalar forces. It is not difficult to genera
lise the obtained equations to the case when the separable spin-
multipole and isovector forces exe introduced into the Hamiltonlen 

The multip?le-multipole interaction can be written as 

% - £ * , V 4 V a,.*,. ( , ) 

where X. are the oonstanta of the isosoalar multipole for
ces. The operator of the multipole moment A with projection jt 

has the form 
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here <f,6, if |̂a(£>ia the aingle-partiole matrix element of 

S*M- R%(Z) Y X / 4 (8У) , 
the radial dependence is usually /?л(г)-2Я or R^ • aL%\ 

«here V(l) ia the oentral part of the Saxon-Woods potential, 
the eingle-partiole states are specified by the set of quantum 
numbers а б which involve the angular momentum projection into 
the symmetry axis denoted by K. Everywhere К > 0 eauJU > 0 . The 
states differing by 6(6=ti) axe conjugated with respect to the 
time reflection. She operator (2) is rewritten as 

<2«) 

where 

<^в'//у1у,-в'>-<я.-*7/^1-.в'>-в'/^^). 
How we perform the canonical Bogolubov transformation 

ef«-u,«v»*e V*-« ( 3 ) 

and introduce the dependent on 6 operators 

A (9,fr;/ie)-Z. 8б'<к,-кг)>б//

б'Ы9*-б'ы№ <•> 
A % % ; //e ) - I <$« w ,,,,б// ° < ^ C f c e / (4'} 
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and the corresponding Hezaitian-conjugate operators as well as 

Using them, we oan rewrite the operator (2') in the form 

where #£" VWJ»* й'^^Ц* T h e m v a t i P ° l e B o m e n t 

operator independent of в has been used In refs.''**'. It has 
been written in the same way through the operators 

В(9,9г)- J o £ <*„ y В(Мг) - I *cfr «k, . 
After the transformations the miltipole-multipole interac

tion i s 

Ml 
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(В) 

^ Р.'*,' 

the remaining tarns being inoluded In ,V, . 

3. PHONOIT OPERATORS DEPENDING ON THE SJ(}N 07 EHE 
AHOOLAK ИОНВЭТШ PBOJECTIOH 

Bow wa introduoa the phonon abeorption operator depending 
explicitly on б. 

Qw" Hh ' г**А(м,JM}' О > * >s-6} * 
(10) 

Ita form la similar to that of the operator independent of б 
(aae refa.' ' ' ) . The ware function» of the one-phonon states 
are 

uie//i '$ > • (11) 
«here Yt la the pbonon vacuum, which la also the ground atate 
wars function of a doubly eren nucleus. Hera i is the number 
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of the one-phonon state, L " /,2,3,„,г in «that followa we use the 

notation От %fii . 

The eonnttation relation 9 are 

(12 (12) 

6// 

* 6 j 

1 Thh *fc «ifV* W "6,,e >, fe =>., %it,-Kjfiy °9S.B 

?rom the relation (12) and if quaeipartiolea in the ground atate 
are neglected, i.e., if<o(._ at. л > = 0 , we have 

(13) 

b% " ""* '"* л* w» *** *** *** 
Thus we пате obtained the same orthonormalization condition aa 
in refa/ 1' 2'. 

The Haniltonian of the quaaipartiole-phonon nuolear model 
for the isosoalar multipole-multipole interaction ia expressed 
through the operators of quaaipartioles and phoncns aa followai 
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 ш HV * H^ , 
f V ? — — <*> *,<*> (14) 

(15) 

' к'л' 

where £(a) is the quaaiparticle energy (see ret.'1'). 
To find the energies OJ^pi and wave functions of one-phonon 

states we calculate the average Нл over the state (11). Based 
on the variational principle and taking into account the norma
lization condition (13)t we get a secular equation for calcula
ting the one-phonon energies. Prom the corresponding equations 

ij i/ii Г7/ i/ii «я у* Га 3ui and condition (13), we find Г.л , Т. . , J, . and 7. ' 
The secular equation and wave functions coincide with those ob
tained in refs.' ' ' with the phonons independent of S . The
refore, the description of the one-phonon states with the pho
nons dependent on or independent of б is completely equivalent. 

We take into account the secular equation for the one-pho
non energies and transform the term //»» as 

"ч-жЦ.ЦК*Vr/V^>';* (i6) 
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the function I* is given in ret.'2'. This term describee the 
quaaiparticle-phonon Interaction. 

The nonrotational states in nuclei with an odd number of 
nucleona are described with the wave function 

The corresponding equations coincide with the equations in ref. 
which have been obtained with the phonons i idependent of б . 

The difference arises when the Paul! principle ie taken into 
account in the quasiparticle plus phonon components and when 
the quasiparticle plus two phonons components are included in 
(17). She rotational bands should be calculated with th" wave 
function (17) taking into acoount the Coriolie interaction. 

4. EFFECT OF THE ГЛПЫ PRIHCIPIB 0» THE TW0-PH0H0H STATES 
The effect of the Pauli principle on the two-phonon states 

in doubly even deformed nuclei has been investigated in refa. 
/9,10/# I t 1 т я в а о т а / Ю / that the inclusion of the Pauli prin
ciple causes the energy shift of the collective two-phonon sta
tes towards larger energies. Since at the energies larger than 
3 MeV the two-phonon states are strongly fragmented, the two-
phonon collective states should not appear in the deformed nuo-

/10' lei! as it was stated in ref.' '. In view of the importance of 
this statement, it is necessary to make the calculations with 
the phonons dependent on О . 

The excited state wave function of a doubly even deformed 
nucleus can be written as a superposition of the one-or two-
phonon components 
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Yn«.«.)*{Zfi?«c.w;A> {ip-,t t ^ i W 

«««« (18) 

«ith p f m K, • While calculating with the Hamiltonian (14) the 
energies and coefficients R"(Kt) and PfiiJ*.), we deal with ex
pressions of the type 

в;8> (19) 

The function J £ '(P*S7fA^ o e l o u l a 1 ; e d t a k i n e *»*<> account (12) 
is 
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• f v** v** X S -*И* ч& S S 
(20) 

м м e*'"̂  *'*»-*•***/'« H V 6 / H tf3«i-v,Wb 

The functions »1. and -V « differ from zero вХи=К.-Кг or 
i/x К~К*' If o^e o f these possibilities is realized, then 

there are the factors d, ., ., or L . .. . The functions 
j^' and У» differ from zero at Ц= К.* Кг .i.e., 
there is one possibility and the factor *к *K M i a 0 B i t t e d * 
The normalization condition of the wave function (18) is 

" * (21) 

The last term is due to the inclusion of the Pauli principle in 
the two-phonon components of the ware function 018). 

The function X tyjfyfiu.tteTB from X (jijiljt$t) calculated 
in ref.' ' with the phonons independent of б . The function 
tK.K*(j',g',fg,Bt) takes different values at /f,*JJ,*Jt2 en&K'jfor/b/• 

It is reaponsible for the shift of the two-phonon poles in the 
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secular equation given in refa. *• '. The ĉ ergier and wave 
functlona of the excited states with new pbonons are calculated 
in the ваше way as in refa. • . The numerical calculationa 
should ahow how large are the differences in the calculations 
with previous and new phonons and in what eases they occur. 

Thus, at the present stage of the study of the structure 
of deformed nuclei, the «atoematical apparatus tamed out to be 
insufficient. The new phonona Introduced in this paper will ser
ve as a basis for many calculations of the properties of defor
med nuclei. 

The author ie grateful to L.A.Halov, V.O.Nesterenko and 
SoI.Bastrukov for useful discussions and help. 
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